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ABSTRACT: Coalescence dynamics between deformable bubbles and droplets can be dramatically affected by the mobility of the interfaces with fully tangentially mobile bubble–liquid or droplet–liquid interfaces expected to accelerate the coalescence by orders of magnitude. However, there is a lack of systematic experimental investigations that quantify this effect. By using high speed camera imaging we examine the free rise and coalescence of small air-bubbles (100 to 1300 μm in diameter) with a liquid interface. A perfluorocarbon liquid, PP11, is used as a model liquid to investigate coalescence dynamics between fully mobile and immobile deformable interfaces. The mobility of the bubble surface was determined by measuring the terminal rise velocity of small bubbles rising at Reynolds numbers, Re, less than 0.1 and the mobility of free PP11 surface by measuring the deceleration kinetics of the small bubble toward the interface. Induction or film drainage times of a bubble at the mobile PP11–air surface were found to be more than 2 orders of magnitude shorter compared to the case of bubble and an immobile PP11–water interface. A theoretical model is used to illustrate the effect of hydrodynamics and interfacial mobility on the induction time or film drainage time. The results of this study are expected to stimulate the development of a comprehensive theoretical model for coalescence dynamics between two fully or partially mobile fluid interfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

The mechanisms that control the speed of coalescence between gas bubbles and emulsion droplets are of continual interest due to their relevance to a wide range of practical applications, from the optimization of processing of food and pharmaceutical products to the efficient recovery of crude oil. More generally the science of coalescence of soft deformable bodies also underpins many assembly and dynamic processes that occur in material science and biology. As bubbles and droplets approach, the hydrodynamic interaction is the initially dominant interaction at large separations that can cause local deformation that subsequently determines the effectiveness of shorter-ranged forces such as electrical double layer, van der Waals, steric, and molecularly specific forces that will eventually operate to dictate the outcome of the coalescence process.1–3

The important physical attribute that controls the magnitude and characteristic time scale of hydrodynamic interactions between deformable bubbles or droplets is their surface mobility. The accepted paradigm is that fluid molecules adjacent to a solid surface will move with the same velocity as the surface in both the normal and tangential directions. This is often referred to as the no-slip or stick boundary condition. Here, we will refer to this as an immobile interface or an immobile hydrodynamic boundary condition. In contrast, it is assumed that a clean gas–liquid interface cannot sustain any shear stress, and this is referred to as a free-slip or a fully mobile interface. The liquid–liquid interface between two immiscible phases represents the intermediate case of a partially mobile interface, the mobility of which depends on the viscosity ratio of the two liquids. Thus, a drop with a viscosity much larger than the surrounding fluid will behave like a solid. In practice, a fully mobile interface may be hard to realize because small amounts of surface active impurities or additives that are usually present in liquids can lead to partial or even full immobilization of the bubble or droplet interface whereby the hydrodynamic boundary condition resembles the immobile condition at a
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Although a clean gas–liquid interface is an obvious model of a mobile interface, experimental observation of coalescence dynamics between deformable fully mobile interfaces has significant challenges. The interface of the most practically relevant liquid, water, is notorious for being easily immobilized by even trace amounts of impurities. For instance, in the study of the terminal rise velocities of small bubbles in water that are below 100 μm in diameter, whereby the hydrodynamics is in the Stokes flow or low Reynolds number (Re < 1) regime with viscous forces dominant over inertial forces, extreme effort was required to purify the water in order to maintain a fully mobile bubble–water interface to furnish results that agree with theoretical predictions.7,8 Similar stringent cleanliness for ultrapure water is also required in the study of larger bubbles of diameter up to 600 μm, for which the bubble trajectories remain rectilinear and the rise velocity reaches a characteristic maximum of around 32 cm/s for agreement between experimental observations and theoretical predictions based on freely mobile bubbles.9 Larger-sized bubbles exhibit spiral or zigzag trajectories. It has been shown that, for bubbles at a size near the velocity maximum (Re ~ 600), the presence of impurities at the trace concentrations (~10^{-5} M) will reduce the terminal rise velocity to that resembling an immobile bubble interface, like that of a solid surface.10

The collision of mobile bubbles in ultrapure water at the size corresponding to the maximum rise velocity has been studied at mica, Teflon, and water—air interfaces.10–16 The collision dynamics of rising bubbles in Millipore water that have immobile interfaces at a glass surface have also been studied.17

The multiple rebounds observed in such collisions can be explained in terms of hydrodynamic interactions and the restoring forces due to bubble deformation.18 In fact, being in close proximity to a solid surface can lead to immobilization of the bubble interface due to impurities originating from the solid.19,20 In other experiments when a mobile interface bubble rises toward the free water surface the bubble bounce and coalescence kinetics indicate that even in the case of ultrapure water, the free water surface appears to be immobile, probably due to contamination that originated from the laboratory atmosphere, and similar results have also been obtained with other polar liquids as ethanol.21

From an experimental perspective, comprehensive explorations of the effects of varying surface mobility using well characterized and reproducible systems that allow quantitative comparisons are still lacking. Coalescence studies involving bubbles as well as hydrocarbon and fluorocarbon droplets in water, all below the 100 μm size range, have been conducted using the atomic force microscope (AFM).1,2,24 By mounting bubbles or droplets on the AFM microcantilever the interaction force can be measured as a function of time as the bubbles or droplets are driven together or pulled apart in controlled ways. In all cases, good quantitative agreement was obtained with theories that assumed the immobile hydrodynamic boundary condition on the deformable interfaces. Experiments that use macroscopic size bubbles or mercury drops in water also indicated the immobile boundary condition is applicable. However, flow induced coalescence of small polybutadiene drops (<100 μm) suspended in polydimethylsiloxane where both phases have viscosities 3 to 5 orders of magnitude higher than water, demonstrated the viscosity ratio effect on interfacial mobility and coalescence.5,28 Experiment on the film drainage between a gas bubble and a free surface in very high viscosity liquid as glass melts agree as well with mobile surface drainage model.29,30 Under certain conditions the rapid drainage dynamics of thin water films observed in a capillary cell was attributed to surface mobility.31–33 Recently, it has been shown that the high-speed entry of a superhydrophobic sphere into water or of a hot metallic sphere in the Leidenfrost state into liquid can entrain a giant gas cavity that is around 15 times the size of the sphere.34 The surface of this cavity is shown to be fully mobile and is responsible for the reduction of the hydrodynamic drag by about 90%. Thus, there remain novel phenomena associated with fully mobile interfaces. Nonetheless, there is a lack of systematic observations that clearly contrast the coalescence dynamics of bubbles or drops with mobile and with immobile interfaces.

More importantly, in modeling the flow of water adjacent to a solid hydrophobic surface, it is often assumed that a partial slip hydrodynamic boundary condition applies, with a slip length that depends on the degree of hydrophobicity of the surface.35 This simple model subsumed any small scale local structural details and/or the presence of adsorbates on hydrophobized surfaces into a single parameter. Consequently, the phenomenon of “hydrodynamic slip boundary condition” and “surface hydrophobicity” is often taken to be coexisting and synonymous even though there is little direct experimental evidence to support their association. The present work will test the veracity of this apparent link between hydrophobic or hydrophobized surfaces and hydrodynamic slip.

2. PRESENT WORK

To quantify the coalescence dynamics between two mobile deformable interfaces and to contrast that with cases where at least one immobile interface is involved, we conduct bubble rise experiments using a fluorocarbon liquid, Fluteck PP11 (perfluoroperhydrophenanthrene (C_{14}F_{24}), F2 Chemical Ltd.), and observe the coalescence of the bubble with a flat liquid PP11–air or PP11–water interface.

Perfluorocarbon liquids are chemically inert, completely immiscible with other liquids, including polar liquids such as water, as well as hydrocarbon oils. The free interfaces of such liquids are highly resistant to surface active contamination. They are therefore molecularly smooth hydrophobic surfaces. However, common gases (e.g., O2 and N2) are very soluble in
perfluorocarbon liquids. The perfluorocarbon liquid PP11 chosen for this study has density, \( \rho = 2.03 \, \text{g/cm}^3 \) and a higher shear viscosity, \( \mu = 19.2 \, \text{mPa s} \), compared to that for water, \( \mu = 1.0 \, \text{mPa s} \). This makes it easier to conduct experiments at lower speeds or small Reynolds numbers so as to give laminar flow conditions and also reduced deviations of the bubble shapes from spherical as they rise. On the other hand, the viscosity is low enough to facilitate exploration of the transition to higher Reynolds numbers that may be relevant for many practical applications.

No less important is that the refractive index of the PP11 is identical to that of water in the optical frequency range, making it a good proxy for the van der Waals interaction of water. This fact has been exploited to greatly reduce the magnitude of the repulsive van der Waals disjoining pressure that prevented the coalescence of a bubble with a fluorocarbon–water interface where a perfluorocarbon liquid with lower refractive index than that of water was used.36

To create immobile interfaces, we use water drops that contain a perfluorinated surfactant that adsorbs at the water–PP11 interface. The bubble and water drop sizes can also be varied to adjust the range of rise velocities.

### 3. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

The perfluorocarbon liquid FLUTEC PP11, high performance fluid from F2 Chemicals Ltd, used in the experiments was mostly composed of perfluoroprophylphenanthrene (C18F13). The PP11 liquid is clear and colorless with refractive index, \( n = 1.33 \), and density, \( \rho = 2.03 \, \text{g/cm}^3 \). The PP11 dynamic viscosity as measured with an Ubbelohde capillary viscometer was found to be \( \mu = 19.2 \, \text{mPa s} \), a value that is about 60% of the nominal value specified by the manufacturer.37 The viscosity measurements and all related experiments were conducted at the laboratory temperature of about 23 °C.

Schematics of the experimental setup used to monitor the bubbles free rise and collision with the liquid surface are given in Figure 1. A glass container (cross section 2.5 × 2.5 cm², height 7.5 cm) is partly filled with the PP11 liquid. Usually we filled about 5 cm of the glass container height with the PP11 liquid, and added about 1 cm of water on top of it in the case of PP11–water interface experiments. Bubbles are released from the fine end of a glass capillary mounted close to the bottom of the container. The fine end of the bubble release capillary with inner diameter 2 to 5 μm was fabricated using a glass-puller (Shutter Instruments Ltd.) that heated and pulled an original glass capillary of 50 to 100 μm inner diameter. The other end of the capillary is connected by a plastic tube to a pressure regulator (Iwashita Instruments Ltd.) used to generate controlled air flow pulses. Using combinations of different capillary fine-end diameters and pressure pulse duration we were able to release air bubbles with diameters in the range of 50 μm to 1400 μm. To create water drops in PP11, the fine-end capillary was connected by plastic tubing to a 10 mL syringe filled with water solution, allowing the release of water droplets of diameters in the range of 80 to 300 μm that rise due to the buoyancy force.

The top free surface provides a flat PP11–air or a flat PP11–water interface, if water is added to create an upper phase above the PP11. The upper water phase was always an aqueous solution of 0.5 M NaCl at pH = 3.0 adjusted by the addition of HCl. The use of high electrolyte concentration and low pH was aimed to minimize the water–oil interfacial surface charge.38

The bubble or drop free rise and collision with the top surface was recorded using a high-speed camera (Photron-SA3) equipped with a long-distance microscope tube with a 5X or 10X magnification objective (Mitutoyo), giving a resolution of 3.4 μm/pixel or 1.7 μm/pixel. The high-speed videos were taken using a typical rate of 1000 frames per second (fps) and shutter speed of 1/5000 s. Variations of the bubble coordinates and instantaneous velocity with time were determined by image processing the videos either by using the Phoron or a MATLAB image processing code. When processing videos of the bubble approach to the surface, a fifth-order polynomial function was usually employed to smooth the coordinate vs time data.

In the terminal rise velocity experiments of water drops we used either Millipore purified water or Millipore water with added 0.1 wt % of the Nonionic Fluorosurfactant Zonyl FSN (F-(CF2CF2)x,4(CH2O)(CH2CH2O)x)H, MW = 950.39 A Krüss tensiometer was used to determine various surface and interfacial tensions: PP11–air (21.5 mN/m), PP11–water (47.0 mN/m), and PP11–water with 0.1 wt % Zonyl FSN (5.6 mN/m), indicative of the adsorption of the fluorinated surfactant at the PP11–water interface. All experiments were conducted at room temperature of 23 °C.

The side observation of the bubble/droplet approach to the surface does not allow precise determination of the separation \( H \) and the film thickness, \( h \). To study the final stages of the coalescence of a bubble at a PP11–air interface, complementary experiments were conducted using a thin liquid film capillary cell (Scheludko-Exerowa cell)40,41 in which the thickness of a thin air–PP11–air film with a large surface area can be visualized using optical interference fringes.

Small bubbles and drops with low terminal velocities retain a spherical shape of diameter, \( D \). At larger sizes, the bubbles and drops deform into oblate spheroid as they rise with different horizontal, \( D_h \) and vertical, \( D_v \) diameters (Figure 1c). Therefore, it is convenient to characterize the bubble or drop sizes using the equivalent diameter, \( D_e \) equivalent to \( (D_h D_v)^{1/3} \). To describe the approach of a bubble or drop to the upper flat interfaces, we use the distance, \( H \), between the interface and the top of the approaching bubble or drop so that apparent contact corresponds to \( H = 0 \) (see Figure 1b).
4. RESULTS

We first present and discuss results from terminal rise velocity, $U_T$, studies for small (diameter $D < 230 \, \mu m$) bubbles and water drops in PP11 liquid for which the rise velocity is slow and the fluid mechanics remain in the small Reynolds number, $Re \equiv \rho DU_T/\mu < 0.1$ regime in which theoretical drag predictions are well-established because the bubbles/drops remain spherical. These results provide a check of the experimental procedures.
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Figure 2. (a–c) Snap shots from Supporting Videos of bubbles in PP11 with a mobile interface, for different bubble sizes of (a) $D = 196 \, \mu m$, $Re = 0.08$, Video 1; $D = 520 \, \mu m$, $Re = 1.3$, Video 2; $D = 950 \, \mu m$, $Re = 6.5$, Video 3. The bubbles rise toward a flat (left) PP11–air and (right) PP11–water interface. Note that in the last time step, the bubble has coalesced at the mobile PP11–air interface whereas at the immobile PP11–water interface, drainage of the thin PP11 film between the bubble and the PP11–water interface is still in progress. (d) Snap shots from Video 4 of a bubble in PP11 with a mobile interface, $D = 413 \, \mu m$, rising toward the immobile PP11–water interface. The bubble arrives at the interface at $t = 340$ ms, and coalesces with the water phase at $t = 3160$ ms. Videos 1–3 (a–c) were shot at a frame rate of 1000 fps, whereas Video 4 (d) was shot at 50 fps.
and parameter values and indicate whether the interfaces of these bubbles and water drops, with and without added surfactants, are mobile or immobile. Results from experiments using larger bubbles and water drops of diameter, \( D \), up to 1300 \( \mu \)m corresponding to Reynolds number, \( Re \), below 20, are used to quantify effects due to deformation at higher terminal velocities.

Using high speed video recording, we track the rise of bubbles and water drops that have attained their terminal velocity toward a flat PP11–air and PP11–water interface. These studies allow us to systematically examine all possible combinations of interfacial boundary conditions: mobile–mobile, mobile–immobile, and immobile–immobile on the bubbles/drops and at the flat interface. Examples illustrating representative experimental runs are shown in the Supporting Videos, and Figure 2 shows snapshots from these videos. Video 1 (Figure 2a) shows the rise of a small spherical bubble of diameter, \( D = 196 \mu \)m toward a PP11–air (left) or PP11–water (right) interface. Video 2 (Figure 2b) is similar to Video 1 with larger bubbles of diameter, \( D = 520 \mu \)m, and Video 3 (Figure 2c) for the largest bubbles of diameter, \( D = 950 \mu \)m, in which case the surface deformation and thin liquid film that formed before coalescence can clearly be observed. Videos track the bubble rise to the interface until it coalesces with the PP11–air interface. Video 4 (Figure 2d) shows the rise of a \( D = 413 \mu \)m bubble toward the PP11–water interface and is shot at a lower frame rate to track the bubble coalescence with the water phase.

**4.1. Terminal Rise Velocity in PP11 at Re < 0.1**. We first consider results for small bubbles and water drops that rise at low velocities as characterized by a low Reynolds number, \( Re = \rho D U_T / \mu < 0.1 \) and remain spherical as determined by a small Weber number, \( We = \rho D U^2 / \sigma < 10^{-3} \), that measures the relative effects of inertia to surface tension force, where \( \sigma \) is surface tension, and by a small capillary number, \( Ca = \mu U_T / \sigma < 10^{-5} \), that measures the relative effects of viscous force to surface tension force. The three dimensionless groups are related by \( We = Re Ca \). The terminal velocity of such small spherical bubbles will vary by up to a factor 3/2 depending on whether the interface is fully mobile, with zero shear stress at the surface, or immobile, where zero relative velocity between the fluid and the surface. If the bubble or water drop interface is immobile, the terminal velocity is given by Stokes’ law due to the drag force on a “solid” sphere

\[
U_T = U_{St} \equiv (\rho - \rho_p) g D^2 / (18 \mu), \quad (\text{immobile})
\]  

where \( \rho \) is the PP11 density, \( \rho_p \) is the sphere density (\( \rho_p \ll \rho \) for air bubble, \( \rho_p \approx 1.0 \) g/cm\(^3\) for water droplet), and \( g \) is the gravitational acceleration. If the interface is mobile where the tangential velocity is continuous, the terminal velocity at small \( Re \) is given by the Hadamard-Rybczynsky result,

\[
U_T = U_{HR} \equiv [(\mu + \mu_p) / (2 \mu + 3 \mu_p)] \left( \rho - \rho_p \right) g D^2 / (6 \mu), \quad (\text{mobile})
\]  

that is larger than the Stokes’ results by a factor (3/2) in the limit of a drop with negligible viscosity, \( \mu_p \ll \mu \). In the limit of a high viscosity drop, \( \mu_p \gg \mu \), this gives the Stokes’ law, eq 1, for a “solid” sphere.

In Figure 3, we present the measured terminal velocity of the bubbles of diameter, \( D < 230 \mu \)m, for which \( Re < 0.1 \). Results for the terminal velocity, \( U_T \), vs bubble diameter, \( D \), are given in Figure 3a, and in Figure 3b the scaled units are shown as \( (U_T / \rho g D^2) / (18 \mu) \).

**Figure 3.** (a) Terminal rise velocity dependence on the bubble diameter for small (\( Re < 0.1 \)) air bubbles (solid red square) and water droplets with 0.1 wt % Zonyl FSN (solid blue triangles) in PP11. The solid lines are prediction for fully mobile surfaces (eq 2) in the case of bubbles (red lines) or water droplet (blue lines), and the dashed lines are for the corresponding fully immobile surface case (eq 1). (b) The same data presented as \( U_T / U_{St} \) as a function of Reynolds number, \( Re \). The data points for water droplets are Millipore purified water without added surfactant (open blue triangles) or with added 0.1 wt % Zonyl FSN (solid triangles).

\( U_{St} \) vs \( Re \). The results clearly show that the terminal velocities of small bubbles closely follow eq 2 with \( \mu_p \ll \mu \), indicating that the PP11–air interface of the air bubbles is fully mobile in our experiments.

In parallel experiments, we measured the rise velocity of small water droplets in PP11 in which a high concentration (0.1 wt %) of the surfactant, Zonyl FSN, has been added to the aqueous phase to guarantee that the PP11–water interface is immobilized by adsorbed surfactants that lowered the interfacial tension from 47.0 to 5.6 mN/m, as mentioned earlier. In contrast to the bubble data, the results shown in Figure 3 clearly indicate that the PP11–water with surfactant interface is immobile and follows eq 1. To further examine the mobility condition at the PP11–water interface we conducted additional experiments using Millipore purified water without added surfactant.

We note in Figure 3b that both droplets with surfactants and droplets of pure water without added surfactants gave identical terminal velocities as a function of the droplet size. Since the viscosity of water is almost 19 times smaller than that of PP11, if the water–PP11 interface is mobile, the terminal velocity of small water droplets in PP11 as a function of size would, according to eq 2, be within 2% of that for mobile bubbles in PP11. However, the observed results for the terminal velocity of the water drops is 2/3 times that of bubbles of the same size.
and therefore indicate that the PP11–water interface is almost completely immobile. It is well-known that even trace amounts of impurities will immobilize the oil–water interface. In our water droplet release experiments, the small volume of water droplets can be easily contaminated as the water passes through the thin capillary system used to generate the droplets. This finding is consistent with the immobile boundary condition on perfluorohexane droplets in pure water deduced from dynamic force measurements between such droplets using the atomic force microscope.  

The laboratory measured viscosity, \( \mu = 19.2 \) mPa, of the PP11 is about 60% of the nominal value stated by the manufacturer. The two sets of data for air bubble and water droplet presented in Figure 3 together confirmed the accuracy of our measured viscosity value. If the measured viscosity is an underestimate, it will mean that the bubbles are rising with velocities that are higher than that of a fully mobile surface bubble (eq 2); if it is an overestimate, it will mean that the water drops are rising with velocity lower than that predicted by the Stokes’ law (eq 1).

4.2. Terminal Rise Velocity in PP11 for Larger Bubbles. With high terminal velocities of larger bubbles that experience larger buoyancy forces, the hydrodynamic pressure or inertial forces will be able to deform the bubble against the surface tension force. This is characterized by the Weber number, \( \text{We} = DU^2/\sigma \). In Figure 4, we show results for the terminal velocity including larger bubbles, \( D < 1400 \text{ \mu m} \). The deformed shape of such bubbles can be approximated by an oblate ellipsoid with horizontal, \( D_h \), and vertical, \( D_v \), diameters (Figure 1c). The equivalent diameter, \( D \equiv (D_h^2 D_v)^{1/3} \) provides a convenient measure of bubble size and the degree of deformation is measured by the aspect ratio: \( \chi \equiv D_v/D_h \).

We work with bubbles with \( D < 1400 \text{ \mu m} \) for which the deformation is relatively small: for \( D < 800 \text{ \mu m} \), \( 1/\chi > 0.99 \) and \( \text{We} < 0.3 \); for \( D \approx 1000 \text{ \mu m} \), \( 1/\chi = 0.96 \); and for \( D \approx 1350 \text{ \mu m} \), \( 1/\chi = 0.91 \) and \( \text{We} = 2.2 \). The maximum value of the Reynolds number is up to 10. The rising bubbles attain terminal velocity when the buoyancy force, \( F_{\text{buoy}} \equiv (\pi D^3)/6 \) is balanced by the drag force, \( F_{\text{drag}} \equiv (\rho D^2 U^2 / 8) C_D \) to give the implicit result: \( U^2 = (4/3)((\rho - \rho_p)/\rho_p) gD/C_D \), since the drag coefficient \( C_D \) varies with the Reynolds number \( Re \), and hence \( U_T \).

In Figure 4a we compare the measured bubble rise velocities with the theoretical prediction of the drag coefficient, \( C_D \) by Mei et al. for terminal velocity of fully mobile spherical bubble valid for intermediate Reynolds numbers (\( 1 < Re < 50 \))

\[
C_D = (16/Re)(1 + [8/Re + (1/2)(1 + 3.315Re^{-1/2})])^{-1}
\]

and for fully immobile bubbles the surface can be estimated using the Schiller-Naumann empirical relation valid for \( 0.2 < Re < 1000 \)

\[
C_D = (24/Re)(1 + 0.15Re^{0.68})
\]

It is clear that the measured terminal velocities of rising bubbles in PP11 are consistent with a mobile interface in agreement with the earlier low velocity results with smaller bubbles. The effects of the small bubble shape deformation are not significant in this size range. The experimental results are not in the very large Reynolds number regime as in previous studies of bubbles in water that are in agreement with the Moore model that is valid for \( Re > 100 \).

The same results presented in Figure 4b indicate that the bubble terminal velocity can be approximated by the simple Hadamard-Rybczynsky formula, eq 2, up to \( Re < 1 \), that correspond to the bubble diameter, \( D < 500 \text{ \mu m} \) in PP11.

4.3. Bubbles and Water Drops Colliding with PP11–Air and PP11–Water Interfaces at Re < 0.1. We now examine the collision dynamics of bubbles and water droplets in PP11, as they collide with a PP11–air or PP11–water interface after having reached their terminal rise velocity in the regime \( Re < 0.1 \). The results will quantify the different effects of 4 combinations of boundary conditions:

(i) mobile bubble against mobile PP11–air
(ii) mobile bubble against immobile PP11–water
(iii) immobile water drop against mobile PP11–air
(iv) immobile water drop against immobile PP11–water

In this low Reynolds number (\( Re < 0.1 \)) and small size regime, the bubbles \( (D < 200 \text{ \mu m}) \) and drops \( (D < 300 \text{ \mu m}) \) remain spherical and the flat PP11–air and PP11–water interface deformation is also negligible until the bubble or droplet reaches the surface (Video 1 and Figure 2a). In the same regime, a general theoretical model developed by Bart is available for the hydrodynamic force between the interface and the bubble or drop that will allow us to model the deceleration as the bubbles or drops approach the flat interface under a constant buoyancy force. In the Bart model, valid in the limit of \( Re \) approaching 0, the bubble or drop is assumed to be a sphere with arbitrary internal viscosity that travels toward a planar...
fluid–fluid interface that has a general viscosity ratio between the two phases. The geometry is shown in Figure 1b.

Figure 5 provides a comparison between our experimental data obtained from analyzing high speed video recordings and predictions based on the Bart theory for the deceleration kinetics of small air bubbles or water drops with Re < 0.1, approaching the liquid interface. The velocity, scaled by the Stokes’ velocity, $U_{St}$ given by eq 1, is shown as a function of the separation, $H/D$, between the flat surface and the top of the bubble or drop scaled by the diameter, $D$ (Figure 1b).

Bart’s theory gives an expression for the hydrodynamic force, $F_{hy}$, between a sphere of diameter $D$ and a flat interface as a function of the separation $H$ and the instantaneous normal velocity of the sphere $dH/dt$ that can be expressed as

$$F_{hy} = -3\mu D \lambda(H)(dH/dt)$$

so that the force is repulsive, $F_{hy} > 0$, if the sphere approaches the flat interface, $dH/dt < 0$. Bart gave results for the function $\lambda(H)$ as infinite series for all four combinations of mobile and immobile boundary conditions on the sphere and on the flat interface. Far from the surface, $H \to \infty$, $\lambda(H) \to 1$ if the sphere has an immobile boundary and $\lambda(H) \to 2/3$ if the sphere has a mobile boundary.

The equation of motion of the bubble is obtained by equating the hydrodynamic force to the buoyancy force

$$3\mu D \lambda(H)(dH/dt) = -(\pi/6)(\rho - \rho_p)gD^3$$

By starting with a sphere at a large distance from the interface with the known terminal velocity, $U_{St}$, we have the bubble speed, $U = dH/dt$ as a function of the separation, $H$. Such theoretical results are shown as solid curves in Figure 5. Thus, for Re < 0.1, there is excellent agreement between the experimental results and the theoretical predictions, confirming that in our experiments the free PP11-air interface is fully mobile surface whereas the PP11-water interface is fully immobile. Note that in the present small Re limit, the effect of the presence of the flat interface is quite long-ranging as the bubbles and drops begin to slow down at around 5 diameters away and start to decelerate.

We note that Bart made a similar comparison between theory and experiment using low viscosity ethylene glycol drops in a very high viscosity fluid (UCON LB 3000X) in order to remain in the low Re regime. However, technical limitation at the time resulted in only modest agreement between theory and experiments in some cases. To the best of our knowledge, the comparisons in Figure 5 are the most precise confirmation of Bart theoretical predictions for the four combinations of boundary conditions considered here. More importantly they demonstrate that a bubble with a mobile surface rising toward a clean mobile liquid interface will decelerate significantly more slowly compared to the same bubble rising toward an immobile interface. The difference in the deceleration of a mobile bubble approaching a mobile PP11-air interface and an immobile PP11–water interface is illustrated in Video 1 and snapshots from this video shown in Figure 2a. The video also demonstrates that during the approach of the mobile bubble there is negligible deformation of the mobile flat PP11–air interface or the immobile flat PP11–water interface. These results are consistent with the finding that the bubble surface in PP11 is mobile, whereas the surface of a water drop (with or without Zonyl FSN surfactant) in PP11 is immobile.

The results for the terminal velocity of bubbles rising in PP11 and bubbles decelerating toward a PP11–air interface (Figures 3, 4, and 5) were very reproducible and insensitive to the history of the PP11–air interface. For example if a bubble formed at the tip of the microcapillary was first held there for hours before being released to rise, the terminal velocity was still identical to that of bubbles that were immediately released upon formation. Similarly, the use of a freshly formed PP11–air interface (by pouring or by sucking to clean the top surface) gave the same results as experiments with surface exposed to the laboratory air for days. This is in sharp contrast to experiments conducted with bubbles in water or water–air free interfaces known to exhibit rapid aging and immobilizing when exposed to air for even a matter of minutes.

4.4. Larger Bubbles Colliding with PP11–Air and PP11–Water Interfaces. We next consider results of experiments using larger bubbles $250 \mu m < D < 1400 \mu m$, in which we compare the collision dynamics of rising bubbles at the terminal velocity toward either a mobile PP11–air surface or an immobile PP11–water interface. Videos corresponding to the case of $D = 520 \mu m$ (Video 2) and for $D = 950 \mu m$ bubbles (Video 3) illustrate a similar difference in the deceleration when approaching a mobile PP11–air interface compared to an immobile PP11–water interface as for smaller bubbles.

For experiments with increasingly higher Reynolds numbers, the results are expected to gradually deviate from the Bart theory, as seen in Figure 6a for $U_{St}$ vs $H/D$ at $D = 520 \mu m$, $Re = 1.3$. For larger bubble sizes the flat interface is observed to deform significantly once the bubbles get close to the surface ($H/D < 1.0$, Videos 2 and 3). Nevertheless, in each case bubbles that rise toward the mobile PP11–air interface slow down less rapidly when compared to those approaching an immobile PP11–water, as shown in Figure 6b, where the data for the largest bubbles, $D = 647 \mu m$ and $D = 1000 \mu m$, are now presented as the variation of the bubble center of the mass velocity with time.
Results for the terminal rise velocities presented in the previous subsections demonstrate that bubbles in the small ($D < 240 \mu m$, $Re < 0.1$) and in the intermediate Reynolds numbers range ($D < 1400 \mu m$, $Re < 20$) have fully mobile surfaces. The deceleration kinetics of small bubbles ($Re < 0.1$, $We < 0.1$) rising toward the flat surface indicate that the flat PP11–air interface is also fully mobile whereas the flat PP11–water interface is immobile. The experimental results for the deceleration of small ($Re < 0.1$) and larger ($Re > 0.1$) bubbles follow the same trends with relation to the effects of the mobility of the flat PP11–air and PP11–water interfaces.

4.5. Bubble induction times before coalescence.

Supporting Videos 1–4 provide graphic examples for the coalescence of bubbles with the free PP11–air surface or PP11–water surface. One can see that there is an observable delay between the bubble arrival at the interface and the actual coalescence event. These delays are much shorter for the case of mobile PP11–air compared to the immobile PP11–water interface. This time delay is referred to as the induction time or the film drainage time, reflecting the time taken for the intervening thin PP11 film between the bubble and the flat surface to drain before coalescence occurs. Although there might be some uncertainty as to the exact moment the bubble reached the flat interface, providing that the induction time is long, this uncertainty is not important.

The term induction time is commonly used in the context of describing particle capture by bubbles in, for example, mineral flotation applications. In general, apart from the time taken for the thin liquid film to drain between the particle and the bubble, other dynamic effects such as the rearrangement of adsorbed polymeric species can also contribute to the induction time. In the present paper, thin film drainage is the dominant mechanism that contributes to the induction time.

The variation of the experimental induction time with bubble size for coalescence with the mobile PP11–air interface or with the immobile water–PP11 interface is summarized in Figure 7. In all experiments the bubbles were released far enough from the surface to reach terminal velocity before the collision.

At the mobile PP11–air interface, bubbles of diameter smaller than 240 $\mu m$ coalesce almost immediately upon arriving at the surface (Video 1). For larger bubbles, liquid film drainage time could be measured readily (see Videos 2 and 3). The clear trend is that the induction time $\tau$ gradually increased with the bubble size: $\tau = 0.01$ s for $D = 330 \mu m$; $\tau = 0.1$ s for $D = 800 \mu m$; $\tau = 0.3$ s for $D = 1300 \mu m$. Empirically, $\tau$ appears to increase with $D^2$ over this bubble size range (Figure 7b). The induction time results were very reproducible with minimal
scatter in the measured values across numerous experiments. As in the case of bubble rise velocities, the results were unaffected by the surface aging of the bubble or the PP11–air flat interface. In some cases we first added water with a higher concentration of surfactant Zonyl FSN on top of the PP11 and then the water phase was removed by sucking it from the top to create a fresh PP11–air interface for the coalescence experiments. In such cases, the measured drainage times were identical to that using a freshly created PP11–air interface. This finding confirms the exceptional resistance of PP11 to surface active impurities.

In contrast, for bubbles rising toward an immobile PP11–water interface, the induction or coalescence times were more than 2 orders of magnitude longer than for the bubble coalescence at the mobile PP11–air interface as shown in Figure 7. To minimize the PP11–water interfacial charge, an aqueous electrolyte (0.5 M NaCl electrolyte at pH 3.0) was always used as the upper phase. Over the range of bubble radii examined, the coalescence times had a scatter of over an order of magnitude. This large spread of induction times is characteristic for films in which one of the phases is water and is usually attributed to the susceptibility of the air–water or oil–water interface to surface active contaminants. A contributing factor in our experiment can be the fact that the bubble is found to slowly migrate horizontally during the drainage phase as can be noticed in Video 4 and Figure 2d. The detailed reason for the poor reproducibility of the drainage times in the case of coalescence at the PP11–water interface might be more complex and should be clarified in further investigations. In the context of the present study we use these experiments only as reference to indicate a significant difference in the induction time for the coalescence of mobile bubbles at an immobile interface (PP11–water) compared to that at a mobile interface (PP11–air).

We can speculate that the key reason for the large difference in induction time at the mobile PP11–air interface and at the immobile PP11–water interface is the difference in the interfacial mobility. A secondary reason could be the difference in the van der Waals force between the two systems: attractive for the case of air–PP11–air film, and close to zero for air–PP11–water films, because water and PP11 have the same refractive index. However, the van der Waals forces are relatively short-ranged, and in the following estimate, the magnitude of the van der Waals attraction is insufficient to account for the much shorter induction times of the air–PP11–air films. We also notice that the PP11–air surface tension (σ = 21.5 mN/m) is less than half of the PP11–water interfacial tension (σ = 47.0 mN/m), but the effect of a more rigid surface is expected to only decrease the induction time.

**4.6. Estimation of the Air–PP11–Air Film Rupture Thickness.** With the present experimental arrangement of a bubble approaching a PP11–air interface, it is not possible to measure directly the characteristic thickness at which the thin PP11 film ruptures and triggers the coalescence process. This thickness is of course related to the induction or film drainage time. However, using a thin liquid film cell (Scheludko-Exerowa cell, 3.6 mm diameter) we can observe directly the formation and rupture of PP11 thin films surrounded by air on both sides. The measured film lifetime of 0.1 to 0.3 s was in the same range as the induction times encountered in the bubble collision with PP11–air surface experiments. Although this short lifetime did not permit detailed tracking of the film thinning kinetics, the formation of a uniform black film was always clearly observed prior to film rupture, as shown in Figure 8. The appearance of the black film indicates that the characteristic film rupture thickness is less than one-quarter of the wavelength visible light, or less than 100 nm. As discussed below, attractive van der Waals forces are expected to be the main cause of rupture for such thin air–PP11–air films.

Since the refractive indices of PP11 and water are practically identical in the visible region of the spectrum, an interferometric estimate of the film thickness at rupture is problematic for the air–PP11–water film. However, this close index match means that the magnitude of the van der Waals interaction will be much smaller for the air–PP11–water system than the air–PP11–air system. Hence, the rupture thickness of air–PP11–water films should be well below the experimental estimate of the rupture thickness of air–PP11–air films discussed above.

With these preliminary remarks we can explore the different coalescence times with simple theoretical modeling in order to gain some physical insight into the role of the hydrodynamic on the film drainage process and of the surface forces in triggering coalescence.

**5. DISCUSSION**

**5.1. Bubble Coalescence at the Air–PP11–Air Interface.** The most significant feature of the experimental results in Figure 7 for the induction times of a bubble in PP11 coalescing at the PP11–air interface and at the PP11–water interface is the 2 orders of magnitude difference between the two cases. For bubble coalescence at the PP11–air interface, the variation of the induction time with bubble diameter, D, is very reproducible and appears to increase with D² for diameters in the range 200 to 1300 μm. For smaller bubbles, the induction times were too short to be measurable. In contrast, the induction times for bubble coalescence at the PP11–water interface are 2 orders of magnitude larger and exhibit considerable scatter, as much as over a factor of 10, and the data only suggest weak size dependence.

The terminal rise velocities of bubbles and water droplets presented above indicate that the PP11–air interface is fully mobile whereas the PP11–water interface is immobile. To
demonstrate that this difference in hydrodynamic boundary condition is responsible for the observed large difference in both cases we carried out the following calculation.

Bubble coalescence at the PP11–air interface involved the thinning and eventual rupture of the air–PP11–air film. In this simple system, the van der Waals (vdW) interaction is responsible for triggering film rupture. The attractive vdw disjoining pressure as a function of film thickness, \( h \), can be represented as \( \Pi(h) = -A(h)/(6\pi h^3) \). Effects of electromagnetic retardation means that the Hamaker function, \( A(h) \), decreases with separation in a complicated manner. For our present discussion, we only require an estimate of the upper bound value of \( A = 5 \times 10^{-20} \) J.\(^{51} \)

Making the assumption that one of the interfaces of the air–PP11–air film is immobile and the other is mobile, we calculated the time evolution of the film rupture process using the Stokes-Reynolds-Young-Laplace\(^{1,21} \) model of film drainage using the experimental bubble velocity as input condition for four different bubble sizes. The results shown in Figure 9 indicate that if one interface of the air–PP11–air is assumed to be immobile, the film rupture or induction times, using an upper bound estimate of the magnitude of the destabilizing vdw attraction to minimize the calculated induction time, will be between 20 to 1000 s. Experimentally the observed induction time for air–PP11–air films are all less than 1 s. Therefore, these modeling results clearly demonstrate the key role of interfacial mobility or hydrodynamic boundary condition on the induction time.

The direct modeling of the induction time due to drainage of a film with 2 mobile interfaces requires a substantially different and more complex theoretical model\(^{52} \) than that of the Stokes-Reynolds-Young-Laplace approach.\(^{1,21} \) It is clear from the video clips of the coalescence events (Videos 2 and 3) that deformation of the PP11–air interface is significant for the bubble sizes considered here due to the large buoyancy force that drives the bubbles toward the interface. This also has the consequence that the Reynolds number corresponding to the bubble dynamics is in an intermediate range, \( Re \sim 1–10 \), so that any quantitative model will need to include these features and be valid in the relevant parameter range. We therefore defer consideration of such possible models to a future publication.

5.2. Bubble Coalescence at the Air–PP11–Water Interface. At a qualitative level at least, the long induction times of bubble coalescence at the air–PP11–water interface shown in Figure 7 can be understood in terms of the significantly longer film drainage time due to the immobile PP11–water interfaces. Electrical double layer effects have been suppressed using high salt and low pH in the aqueous phase. In addition, because of the near refractive index match between water and PP11, the magnitude of the van der Waals interaction, that is expected to trigger coalescence, will be around 2–3 orders of magnitude smaller than that for the air–PP11–air system.\(^{23} \) so the PP11 film thickness at which the bubble coalesces at the PP11–water interface must be much thinner than coalescence at the PP11–air interface.

We quantify this difference by using the Stokes-Reynolds-Young-Laplace\(^{1,21} \) model to study the thinning dynamics of the PP11 film between a PP11–air and a PP11–water interface. We take the fully mobile PP11–air interface to have surface tension \( \sigma = 21.5 \text{ mN/m} \) and the immobile PP11–water interface to have surface tension \( \sigma = 47.0 \text{ mN/m} \). For simplicity we set the van der Waals interaction to be zero in modeling the bubble sizes considered here due to the large buoyancy force that drives the bubbles toward the interface. From the results in Figure 10, we note that the experimentally observed induction times for bubble coalescence at the PP11–water interface fall between 1 and 10 s, with considerable scatter in the bubble diameter range of 100 to 800 \( \mu \)m. In very broad terms, such times would correspond to film rupture occurring at thickness in the range 100 nm ± 50 nm. Given the previous discussion, this is an unexpected result. As the air–PP11–water interface is expected to be much smaller than that for air–PP11–air, it is difficult to see how such a small interaction can trigger film rupture at a film thickness of around 100 nm.

The other unexpected observation is the large scatter in induction times for the air–PP11–water system compared to the air–PP11–air case. The PP11–water interface is expected to be molecularly smooth with uniform properties along the interface. The high gas solubility in perfluorocarbon liquids and the magnitudes of various interfacial tensions would preclude

![Figure 9. Calculations of the drainage of the air–PP11–air thin liquid film with time assuming one interface is immobile using the PP11 surface tension, \( \sigma = 21.5 \text{ mN/m} \), Hamaker constant \( A = 5 \times 10^{-20} \) J. Shown are (a) short time and (b) long time results for bubble sizes: \( D = 417 \mu \)m (blue line); 647 \( \mu \)m (green line); 800 \( \mu \)m (violet line); 1000 \( \mu \)m (red line). The inset in (a) shows the experimental velocity profiles used to determine the initial boundary condition for the simulation. Arrows in (a) mark the experimentally observed induction times and corresponding simulated film thicknesses. The horizontal dashed lines in (b) indicate film thickness at 50, 100, and 150 nm.](image-url)
the formation of gas bubbles at the interface as air bubbles would be unable to satisfy the Neumann triangle condition. Clearly the PP11 liquid is hydrophobic, but any long-range hydrophobic interaction is expected to only operate on the water side of the interface but not in the PP11 phase. Until there is evidence to the contrary, the role of interfacial contaminants that originate in the aqueous phase is implicated in triggering coalescence at the PP11–water interface with a large scatter of induction times.

Finally, notwithstanding the possible presence of interfacial contaminants, our experiments have demonstrated that the hydrophobic PP11–water interface obeys the immobile hydrodynamic boundary condition, consistent with findings using entirely different experimental techniques. Therefore, the invoked conjecture that hydrophobic surface automatically result in hydrodynamic slip needs to be revisited and care needs to be exercised to account for other causes that give rise to the observation of apparent slip such as surface roughness, surface contaminants, and trapped interfacial bubbles.

6. CONCLUSIONS

By using bubbles and water droplets of diameter 100 to 1400 μm in the fluorocarbon liquid PP11, we can study the effects of mobile or immobile hydrodynamic boundary conditions on the terminal velocity in a practical range up to 10 cm/s that corresponds to a Reynolds number of up to 10. Bubbles in PP11 behaved as having a fully mobile interface, whereas water droplets in PP11 had an immobile interface, like that of a solid. The experimental results are in excellent agreement with existing models.

The coalescence induction times of bubbles at a PP11–air and PP11–water interface differ by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude. The short inductions times for coalescence at the PP11–air interface is less than 1 s for the range of bubble size considered. This is attributed to the fact that both PP11–air interfaces are fully mobile, thus offering little resistance to the thinning of the PP11 film. The results are very reproducible suggesting that PP11–air interfaces have stable and consistent properties. The induction time increases as the square of the bubble size.

The coalescence induction times of bubbles at the immobile PP11–water interfaces are much longer and exhibit considerable scatter over a decade of values. Since electrostatic effects that may arise at the PP11–water interface have been suppressed by the addition of 0.5 M NaCl at pH 3 in the aqueous phase, and PP11 and water have almost identical refractive indices in the visible light, with the van der Waals forces also expected to be very small. The observed induction times correspond to rupture of the PP11 film between water and air at a thickness of around 100 nm ± 50 nm. The absence of obvious surface forces that can trigger film rupture and the large scatter in the observed induction times suggest that surface contaminants that originated in the aqueous phase are implicated in the film rupture process.
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Video 1: This combined video compares the free rise of a 196 μm diameter bubble in PP11 toward the free PP11–air surface (left) or PP11–water interface (right). The video is shot at 1000 fps and played at 30 fps. (MOV)

Video 2: This video compares the collision of a 520 μm diameter bubble with a PP11–air surface (left) or a PP11–water interface (right). The video is shot at 1000 fps and played at 30 fps. (MOV)

Video 3: This video compares the collision of a 950 μm bubble with a PP11–air surface (left) or a PP11–water interface (right). The video is shot at 1000 fps and played at 30 fps. (MOV)

Video 4: This video shows the collision and subsequent coalescence of a 415 μm diameter bubble with the PP11–water interface. The video is shot at 50 fps and played at 30 fps. (MOV)
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